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MORGAN Accident Repair Centre Windscreens SSL Suspension

Techniques at Le Mans Classic

Our qualified factory trained technicians, with many years experience working 
on both late and early Morgan models, can undertake all your Morgan 

servicing, maintenance, upgrade and repair requirements.

The Techniques team were once again at this year’s Le Mans Classic 
supporting five customers with seven Morgans. Three Morgan 4-4’s 
in the pre war Grid 1, one Plus 4 in Grid 2, two Plus 4’s in Grid 3 
and the Ex Morgan factory GT2 Morgan in the Endurance Legends 
races. 

There were some fine performances from both the drivers and 
their cars to entertain the many Morgan fans that attended this 
incredible event.

Techniques Trophy & Cup

We hope to see many of you at Silverstone the home of British motor 
racing on Saturday 13th August for our 17th Techniques Trophy race for 
four cylinder Morgans. The Morgan Challenge will also be there for two 
more rounds of the series, so there will be plenty to see at the annual 
Bentley Drivers Club meeting. 

All are welcome to join us in the paddock and in the grandstands to 
cheer on the Morgan racers and afterwards at our presentation for the 
‘winners’. We look forward to seeing you there.

Paint and Bodywork Repairs Accident Repair Work For all Morgan models For both road & competition 
use, Techniques can supply and 
install suitable front suspension 
kits to your Morgan for improved 
comfort and road handling.

Rear 5 Link SSL Suspension kits 
also supplied and fitted.

Techniques can supply and 
install a Roll Bar to fit all Morgan 
models suitable for road or 
competition use. They come 
in a variety of specifications, 
including fixed or removable 
diagonals, seat belt fixings and 
head rest fixings and so are built 
to your requirements.

Morgan Roll Bars

This range of Roll Bars suitable for your Morgan are exclusive to 
Techniques. From £435 + VAT

Techniques can supply and fit the 
Aero Racing performance exhaust 
manifold, catalytic converter 
and system. This together with 
the Aero Racing ECU reflash 
will significantly increase the 
performance of your GDI engined 
Morgan Plus 4.

This performance package is a 
superb upgrade that will transform  
your standard Plus 4 to the 
Morgan Club Sport specification. 

Morgan +4 ECU & Exhaust Upgrade


